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florent is proud to announce that Rob van den Sigtenhorst has joined Florent as a partner in 

our (cross-border and domestic) Insolvency and Restructuring and Banking and Finance 

practices per 1 January 2018. Rob’s hire perfectly fits Florent’s strategy to be a leading 

corporate boutique, focused on insolvency and restructuring, M&A/corporate, corporate 

litigation, and banking and finance, that assists its clients at decisive moments with the issues 

that matter to them the most. 

 

Rob has broad experience in both his fields. Working at De Brauw Blackstone Westbroek for 

the past 11 years, he was at the core of the reboot of its insolvency and restructuring 

practice, working on several large-scale, complex and high-profile (cross-border) 

restructurings, in the context of formal insolvency proceedings and otherwise. He also 

advised both lenders and borrowers on all sorts of banking and finance transactions. Rob 

broadened his experience at Davis Polk & Wardwell in New York City and at ABN AMRO 

Bank. In addition to other occasional publications, Rob is an author for a Dutch periodical 

on insolvency case law (Rechtspraak Insolventierecht) and a leading insolvency reference 

book (Tekst & Commentaar Insolventierecht). He is a member of INSOL International, INSOL, 

NACIIL, and INSOLAD. Legal500 named Rob as a Next Generation Lawyer in 2017. 

 

Rob van den Sigtenhorst: “At Florent I am part of a team of recognised experts in their fields. I 

recognise their passion to stand by our clients with profound legal knowledge, coupled with 

a thorough understanding of their business and market. Always with a practical, no 

nonsense approach. Florent’s targeted offering makes that possible. I look forward 

tremendously to expanding our Banking & Finance and Restructuring & Insolvency practices 

together over the next years. Karin Sixma joining Florent at the same time is ideal in that 

respect. She as well is an expert in her field, with a wealth of experience and knowledge.” 

 

Contact Rob directly: Rob.vandenSigtenhorst@florent.nl / +31 (0)6 1310 8347 

or visit his personal page at florent.nl. 

 
 Click here for a vCard to save or update the contact details. 
 Visit Rob’s LinkedIn page. 
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